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Microsoft has come out with its annual special systems.Multiturn forks may be used, for example, in the field of tires for motor vehicles to improve the comfort and roadholding. Multiturn tires are a balance of the required cornering performance, rolling resistance, wear, noise and other tire properties and
to some extent, the riding comfort. It is well known to provide tire designs with a plurality of radially extending, circumferentially extending and axially extending land areas which are relatively far apart and evenly distributed across a tire width. The combination of relatively large spacing and equal size
and coverage of these areas is referred to as a “multiturn” pattern. By providing a certain number of these “blocks” of large radius within a tire in a predetermined pattern, an overall desired result may be achieved. The ability to achieve such desired overall result is dependent on many complex factors

such as the tire construction itself, road characteristics, use conditions, inflation pressure and the size and width of the tire being used. Also, under certain circumstances, the use of a somewhat “large” sized tire increases tire performance and handling qualities. In the prior art, the name “triple turn”
design has been applied to a patterned tire block having three turn patterns extending from a tire shoulder edge along a circumferentially extending equatorial line, each having a large radius first portion and a reduced radius second portion, the first and second portions being of equal length such that

the reduced radius second portion is surrounded by the first portion. Such a block is illustrated in a Russian patent, SU1356853, Mar. 23, 1993 and more specifically, FIG. 8 of the drawing. A slightly different triple turn tire block arrangement is disclosed in U.S.
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